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student success in developmental education programs relies heavily
on learning performance in a variety of large-group, small-group, and
individual learning situations, it behooves developmental education
instructors and learning assistants to examine the relationships between
student learning styles and these instructional contexts. This article
uses Gregorc's (1982b) cognitive learning constructs as the basis for
translating learning style theory into the following developrnental
education teaching practices: teacher-led lesson presentations, student
group presentations and projects, independent assignments, and testing
situations.

Review of Related Literature
Because learning style 'describes a student in terms of those educational
conditions under which he is most likely to learn" (Hunt, 1979, p. 27),
learning style-based instruction has become popular, particularly among
school administrators (Stellwagen, 2001). Nevertheless, learning style
theorists continue to be haunted by the controversy surrounding the
influence of learnin.g styles on student learning performance. Although
researchers agree that people have different learning preferences, some
doubt that these preferences can be measured reliably using currently
available learning style instruments, and that tailoring instruction to
match these preferences (by whatever learning styles measure)
improves classroom learning performance. For example, researchers
have challenged the reliability of Dunn, Dunn, and Price's Learning
Style In-ventory (LSI) (Blixt .Jones,1995, as cited in Stellwageni; Hughes,
1992, as cited in Stellwagen; Nagy, 1995, as cited in Stellxwagen), the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicators (MBTI) (Gregory, 1996), and the Learning
Preference Inventory (LPI) (Biskin, 1992, as cited in Stellwagen;
Jenkins, 1992, as cited in Stellwagen; Wright, 1992, as cited in
Stellwagen). Other researchers have disputed claims that matching
teaching methods to learning styles improves learning outcomes.
Exa mples include Horton and Oakland's (1997) study using the MBTI
with grade seven social studies students, Stahl and Kuhn's (1995) study
using Carbo's Reading Styles Inventory (RSI) with elementayT reading
students, Kavale and Forness's (1987) meta-analysis of 39 special
education studies with elementary school students, and McNeal and
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1`rting Centre (in Manitoba, Canada).Marion has 24 years of experience as an
elementary, high school, commlunity college, and university educator She has an
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the University of Regina.
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Dwyer's (1999) study

Lising

Kolb's Learniing Style Inventory (LSI) with

university nursing stude-nts. In their stutiy using Gregorc's Style

Delineator xwith university nursing studen-ts, moreover, Hiarasym and
Leong (1995) found no signific;ant correlation between the students'
cognitive learning styies and their anatomy and ph[ysiology gra<des.
f conrtrast, learning style instruments such as Leomire's Student
Learning and Interpreting Inventory (SLIMI) (Lemire, 19396), Kolb's
Learning Style Inventory (LS1=11) (Kolb, 1985), and Gregorc's Style
Delineator (Gregorc, 19832c) haye been judged psychometrically reliable.

(Altbough O'Bri in, 1990, reported much lower reliability and validity
coefficients tha' those repo rted hy Gregorc, he also concluded that
theyr were "within an acce,ptable range.") Furthermore, other studies
using Dunn and Dunn's LSI have found $isinificantcorrelations between
learning outcomes and learning style-based teaching methods amonlg

elementary sclhool students (Anldrews,

1990; Klcvacs, 1994; Lemmon,

1.985). Snyder (2000) also ifund significant correlations between high
school students' grade point avcerages and their scores on her learning
styles/multiple intelligences instrument. Moreover, significant
correlations have been found betw'een Gregorc's cognitive style
delineations and secondary school grade point averages (O'Brien, 1994),
university computer course grades (Davidson C Savenye, 1992; Ross,
Drysdale, U? Schulz, 2001; 1Ross k Schulz, 1999a), and community college

marks (when cross-referencedAwith the teachers' cognitive styles)
(Thompson &LiOBrie n, 1991).

Certainly, students seemn to prefer instruction that matches their
learning style preferences (Bra idt, 1990;

Grregorc, 1985; Wakefield,

1993). Andrews (1990), Klavas ( 994), and Lei-mmon (1985) discovered
that using the Dunn and DI:unn learning styles program improv ed
student attitudes, work habits, and behavior, Studies using Koib's LSI-l1
................Dille and
u7ith adult students have had similar results. For example,
-Mezack (1991) found correlations be-tween IKolb-designed instruction
and community college student prefrences in teleconferencitng
courses, and I aschick, Maypole, and DDay (1998) found correlations
between Kolb-matched n-ursing field supervisors/students and learner
satisfaction with their field experiences. Gregorc (1 985) found that up
to 95% ofadults have specific learning style preferences, some so deeply
embedded that they c annot adapt to meet alterniative style requtirements
posed b;y different learning situations. Keefe (1982) iund that 90% of
the students in his study evinced clear preferences for one or two of
Gregorc's four style categories. Clear learning pre:ferences that align
with Gregorc's delineations have been found in high school students
(Bachkes,

1993),

community college and voc'tional
aost-secondainv
................................................................................................
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technical students (Orr, Park, Thompson, & Thompson, 2000;
Thompson 6, O'Brien, 1991), preservice vocationial teachers (Fournier
E Schmidt, 1995), accounting students (Soroko, 1988), liberal arts college
and university students (Bokoros & Goldstein, 1990, 1992; Bump, 1998;
Kreuze & Payne, 1989; Seidel & England, 1997, 1999; Swearingen, 1998),
Spanish-speaking ESL university students (Picou, Gatlin-Watts, C Packer,
1998), university marketing majors (Stewart & Felicetti, 1992),
university computer course students (Davidson &<Savenye, 1992; Ross
et al., 2001; Ross & Schulz, 1999a), university nursing students (Harasym
& Leong, 1995), university graduate and undergraduate education
majors (Andrews 8, Wheeler, 1994; Cromwell, 1996; Wakefield; Wheeler,
1991; Wheeler & Andrews, 1992), public school teachers (Norris, 1998;
Wakefield), community college teachers (Thompson &
CO'Brien), and
physicians (Van Voorhees, 1988).
According to Gregorc (1979), learning styles consist of "distinctive
and observable behaviors that provide clues about the mediation abilities
of individuals" (p. 19). Learning style theorists typically focus on the
affective (Bilderback, 1992; Combs, 1959; Fritz & Parker, 1991; Gagne,
1977; Keefe, 1979, 1987, 1988), cognitive (Gagne, 1977; Gorrell & Capron,
1990; Keefe, 1979, 1987, 1988; Kirby, 1979), and behavioral (Cherney,
1994; Gagne, 1977; Keefe, 1979, 1987, 1988; Weinstein, 1987)
components of this mediation process. Kolb (1984) used all of these
components to develop the fbur-stage cycle of learning that comprises
his Experiential Learning Model (ELM). Gregorc (1982b) focused on
the cognitive components of Kolb's model (O'Brien, 1990) when he
developed the Gregorc Style Delineator.
After several years of observing and interviewing students 'about
the way they accumulated and reacted to facts, principles, attitudes,
and skills" (Gregorc, 1979, p. 20), Gregorc concluded that cognition is
bipolar: it result.s from dualities related to the perceiving, ordering,
processing, and relating of information. The perceptual dualities are
concrete and abstract; the ordering dualities are sequential and random;
the processing dualities are deductive and inductive; and the relating
dualities are separative and associative. Of these, the dualities of
concrete versus abstract perception, and sequential versus random
ordering, are the focus of the Gregorc Style Delineator (Gregorc, 1982a).
Gregorc's cognitive learning styles thus derive from-i the intersections
of two continua: a perceiving continuum ranging from concrete to
abstract, and an ordering continuum ranging from sequential to random
(Butler; 1987). Th-e combination of tencdencies tow ard one or the other
end of each of these continua identify a learner as concrete sequential
(CS), abstract sequential (AS), abstract random (AR), or concrete random
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(ClR). (See Figure I.) The ½Iregorc Style Delineator uses a word matrix
in which learners rank self'descriptive words (noun-s and adjectives) to
determine their cognitive learning stvlees Gregorc, 1982b). The matrix
consists of two

sets of five columns of four words, each of which relates

to a concrete, abstract, sequential, or random trait. 'I'here are thus 40

words

altogether. The matrix users rark each column ofofwords from "I
to 4," in relation to how these wordS "least to best" describe themselves.
Tb1e columns of words are lined up to create two sets of four rows (with

the words from five colaun:s in each row) that correspond wilth Gregorc's
learning styles. Thereifore, when the matrix users add up the ranked
numbers for the five words in each row, two scores are derived for
each learning style. Addinlg these pairs of scores together yields
cumulative scores for each of the CS, AS, AR, and CR categories. The
users' higlh est scores indicate their preferred cog;nitive learning styles.
According to Gregorc (1985£), 60% of a cognitive learning style's traits
are manifested in individuals with scores of 27 or mnore, and very few
of a cognitive learning style's trai:ts are manifested in individuals with
27 and 40 indicate strong
scores of 15 or less. Therefore, scores betu7een

Con:rete

Ce,t

Rano
Ra-nclom

SqR
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C'oncrete

/ Concrete

Se.quentatX

SequentiLal
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Abstract

(adapted lroin. Butler, 1987, p.16)
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learning style preferences; scores between 16 and 26 indicate moderate
preferences, and scores between 10 and 15 indicate weak preferences.
(Because of the way the matrix is set up, no score in any cognitive
category can be below 10 or above 40.)
Gregorc's cognitive learning style model and instrument are
"intuitively appealing" (O'Brien, 1990). Perhaps this is why the Gregorc
Style Delineator has been so popular with such adult education
researchers as Andrews and Wheeler (1994), Bokoros and Goldstein
(1990, 1992), Bump (1998), Cromwell (1996), Davidson and Savenye
(I 992), Fournier and Schmidt (1995), Harasym and Leong (1995), Kreuze
and Payne (1989), Orr et al. (1999), Picou et al. (1998), Ross et al. (2001),
Ross and Schulz (1999a, 1999b), Seidel & England (1997, 1999), Soroko
(1988), Stewart and Felicetti (1992), Swearingen (1998), Thompson and
O'Brien (1991), Wakefield (1993), Wheeler (1991), and Wheeler and
Andrews (1992). Researchers have used the Gregorc Style Delineator
with post-secondary and high school students (Backes, 1993; O'Brien,
1994), and adults who are no longer students (Norris, 1998; Thompson
& O'Brien, 1991; Van Voorhees, 1988; Wakefield), but studies have not
yet linked Gregorc's cognitive learning styles specifically with
developmental adult education students. In fact, Fabien's (1985) article
on incorporating learning styles (determined by a variety of measures)
into a college basic composition course was the only one this author
could find that deals specifically with basic skills instruction for nonESL students. This article's practical application of Gregorc's cognitive
learning styles model to developmental education contexts therefore
augments the existing bodies of literature surrounding the Gregorc Style
Delineator in particular, and the application of learning styles theory
in general.

The Theory
Gregorc's cognitive learning styles derive from the interrelationships
of information perceiving (on a continuum from concrete to abstract)
and ordering (on a continuum from sequential to random) (Gregorc,
1982a). Extremely concrete people are absolute realists: they rely on
their physical senses to understand and mentally register ideas.
Extremely abstract people are absolute idealists: they mentally envision
ideas and use rationality to understand them. Extremely sequential
people require absolute, step-by-step ordering of details: they
methodically categorize and organize information in a linear manner.
Extremely random people want to see the "big picture" first, and then
let the details fall into place as they are wont: they process alternative
sources of information simultaneously in a multidimensional manner.
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Combinations of these pairs of tendencies identify learners as primarily
concrete sequentia1 (CS), abstract sequenltial (AS), abstract random (AR),
or concrete random (CR).
CS individuals are excellent organizers (Butler, 1987, 1988). They tend
to be creatures of habit who focus on useful, reliable results. They like
to keeip busy and they prefer independent, hands-on work in a quiet
classroom environment. They are goocd at remembering de tails and at
meeting assginmen-t deadlines. They have difficulty, however, with
abstract topics, and they tend not to like group discussions or surprises.
They rnay need to learn to be more tolerant of others' opinions, to set
limits on their expectations, and to choose from a variety of options.
AS individuals are extrenmely scholarly and goal orien ted (Butler, i 987,
1988). l'hey tend to be highly verbeal and they strive for intellectual
reccognition. They are avid readers (hence, their large vocabulary) rho
prefer to work alone in a quiet en-vironme-nt. Thev want their teachers
to be the 'expe:rts," and they eijoy writing research -papers based on
critical an.alysis. T'hey have difficulty, however, with group work and
hands-on assignments. 'T'hey may need to learn to experiment with
open-ended problems, to accept criticism, and to place grades in
perspective.
AR individuals are highly sociable (Butler, 1937, 1988). They tend to
have a natural curiosity, land they like to explore options. They enjoy
group work and class discussions, and they are sensitive to others'
feelirigs. They excel at creative writing and other forms of artistic
expression, and they can concentra te on mnore than one project at a
time. They have difficulty, however, paying attention to details, mneeting
assignmient deadlines, and doing their best wirk for teachers they do
not like. They mnay n eed to learn to conicentrate on one task at a time,
to work inde-pendently, and to react less emotionally to criticism.
CR inidividuals are independent and inventive (Butler, 1987, 1988).
They tend to be romantic and sentinrental, and they hav'e creative
imaginations. They are constantly thinking of ne w ideas, and they make
good group leaders. They are intu:itive, inapulsivev, self-competitive risk
takers who relish change and experimentation. They have difficulty,
howvever, completin-g projects, me eting deadlines, and refraining from
jumping to conclusions. ` hey mray need to learn to set priorities, to
work in a controlled e ivironirnent, and to keep dIetailed records of their
work.
Although every learner has sorte capacity to leariai within each of
the concrete sequential, abstract sequential, abstract random, and
concrete random learnin,g styles (Gre.gorc, 1982a), very xfelearners
possess the flexibility to comfortably meet the demands of learning
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situations that digress very far from their preferred cognitive styles.
Therefore, teachers must be prepared to meet their studenlts' learning
needs in a variety of ways. The following recommendations for practice
address this concern- within the context of developmental adult
education.

The Practice
Most of the research that applies Gregorc's cognitive learniing styles to
adult classroom contexts has focused on the need to match teacher
style strategies with learner style preferences (Andrews & Wheeler,
1994; Guild & Garger, 1998; Hunt, 1979; Picou et al., 1998; Radebaugh,
Nicely-Leach, Morrill, Shreeve, & Slatton, 1988; Ross C Schulz, 1999a,
1999b; Soroko, 1988; Swearingen, 1998; Thylotr 1997; Wheeler, 1991;
Wheeler & Andrews, 1992). In their studies of student teachers, Andrews
and Wheeler concluded that preservice teachers require individualized
course assignment assistance tailored to their learning styles (Andrews
C Wheeler), and that satisfactory student teaching experiences depend
on matching student and cooperating teacher styles (Wheeler) and on
providing levels of supervisory support commensurate with the student
teachers' cognitive styles (Wheeler C Andrews). Swearingen
recommended that questionnaires include different sections with
formats keyed to Gregorc's style delineations, in order to maximize the
instruments' cognitive appeal to individual respondenits. Radebaugh et
al.'s discussion related to comparing university learning and teaching
styles could be used as a guide for making course selections based on
the cognitive styles of the professors. In addition, studies have
determined that computerized instruction appeals most to concrete
and abstract sequential learners and least to abstract random learners
(Davidson & Savenye, 1992; Ross & Schulz, 1999a), that education
majors tend to be concrete sequential (Cromwell, 1996), that science
majors tend to be sequential and humanities majors tend to be random
(Seidel & Englanid, 1997, 1999), and that marketing majors tend to be
either concrete sequential or abstract random (Stewart & Felicetti, 1992).
Hunt (1979) contrasted the "smooth" and "efficient" learning that
results from using Gregorc's model to match teacher and learner styles
with the "frustrating" and "painful" experiences that can accompany
mismatches (p. 28), yet he insisted that learners can - indeed must learn to develop alternative cognitive approaches in order to meet
"multivariate" environmental demands (p. 28). Other educational
researchers have also contested. the notion that mismatching learner
and teacher cognitive styles creates irreconcilable dissonance. In fact,
the community college teachers in Thompson and O'Brien's (1991)
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study gave higher grades to stude nts whose cognitive stvles nmismatched
their owvn. Among Fournier a aid Schmidt's (1 995) preservice vocational
teachers, moreover, attitude combined with style to predict performance
outcomes in voice-input and dictation training. Soroko (1988) rnoted
the need for teachers to heed leartner preferences without totally
changing their teaching miethods to accommodate2 them, and Norris
(1998) dete rmin-ed that the comrrlmon cognitive style denominator among
21 award-winning public school teachers was their ability to flex across
styles. Katz (1988), ftLrthermnore, stresse;d teacher modeling of learning
styles as a strategy to teach stude-nts how to stretch their own learning
dispositions to meet the demalnds of different instructionaal situations.
She also noted tlhe value of givin-g learners opportunities to practice
these additions to their learning styles repertoire in non-threatenming,
success-oriented contexts.
In developmental education programs, decisions reIlated to matching
verstuis mismratehing teaching and learning styles in teacher
presentations, group w'ork, independent assignnaents, and testing
situations depend on a variety of intrapersoialI, interpersonal, and
en.vironmental circumstances. Teachers and students feel most
comfortable when they are working writhin the parameters of their own
dominant learning styles. Thei more they attempt to stretch thaeir styles
into other cognitive delineationis, the greater the amlount of discomfort
they will feel (Hunt, 1979-), which has both intrapersonal and
interpersonal effects. mbachers must therefore strike a shifting balance
between tlheir ow n and their students' individual cognitive comfort
zones, so as to nurture supportive learning environments based on
intrapersonal self-discovery and experimeiatation, and interpersonal
trust an-d conauntnication.
Part of this intrapersonal self-discovery and interpersonal
comnaunication depends on the teachers' an-d learniers' shared
understanding of their cognitive styles. In learning styles-based
instruction, it is important not only for teachers to ascertain the learning
preferenees of their individual stuidents, but also for students to develop
a clear understanding of their own (Butler; 1987, 1988, 1989, 1995; Hunt,
1979) and their teachers' (Radebaugh et al., 1988) preferred 1earning
styles. These learnring preferencces can be discovered in three ways: by
adrninistering Gregorc's Style Delineator; by having the teachers and
sttudents self-match their own personal habits to concrete sequential
(AR), and concrete
(CS), abstract sequential (AS), abstract randoi
random (CR) style descriptions (see Butler, 1987, 19388); or hy observing
and discussing individual teacher/student teaching/learning tendencies
in teacher-led Iesson preseiatation s, student group discussions arid
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projects, independent assignments, and testing situations. Gregorc's
Style Delineator is fast and easy to administer, score, and interpret, but
the validity of the results depends on the users' abilities to comprehend
the instrument's sophisticated vocabulary and to self-assess the degree
to which each word describes them. Providing "real-life" examples for
each column of words can make Gregorc's matrix more appropriate for
use with developmental education students. (For example, see Figure
2.)
The degree to which Gregorc's cognitive style delineations cain provide
useful knowledge for developing appropriate developmental education
learning experiences will depend on the extent to which the teachers/
students in these programs are willing and able to share their teaching/
learniing strengths and weaknesses. Teachers should be willing to
explore alternative teaching practices that indulge their learners'
preferences, but they should also encourage their students to engage
in unfamiliar learning activities. Students should seek out work
assignments that match their preferred conditions for learning, but
they should also be willing to learn in unfamiliar ways. The following
suggestions for applying Gregorc's cognitive styles to different classroom
learning contexts are an attempt to help developmental educators "make
comfortable demands upon the mind-qualities of one personn" without
necessarily "placing frustrating and painful burdens upon another"
(Hunt, 1979, p. 28).
Racher-Led Classroom Presentations
The sequential side of CS learners likes lectures (Seidel & England,
1997, 1999). In order to appeal to these learners, teacher-led
presentations should clearly follow a predetermined logical outline
(Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1979, 1985), and provide lots of details to
support any abstract ideas (Cromwell, 1996; Gregorc 1982c). CS learners
also prefer active demonstrations (and field trips) to verbal explanations
(Hunt, 1979), ancd would prefer to try out the demonstration themselves,
instead of just observing it (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1979, 1982a,
1985).
The sequential side of AS learners also likes lectures (Seidel &
England, 1997, 1999) that follow a logical ordering of ideas (Butler, 1987,
1988; Gregorc, 1979, 1982a, 1985). AS students generate their own
interest in a presentation's subject matter by creating mental images
as they follow the teacher's train of thought (Gregorc, 1979, 1985). In
order to appeal to these learners' thirst for knowledge (Butler, 1987,
1988; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001), moreover, teacher-led
presentations should be substantive (Hunt, 1979), reflecting the
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Figure 2a :tuatiouialExamples frr Gregore's Stzle
Colmtims to 5*

Matrix Words
Colullmn

a.
b.
c.
d.

:

objective
evaluative
sensitive
intuitive

DelineatorMatrx

Situational Examiples fbir the First Five Columus
Compare to disciplining a child who has broken a rule for behavior:
a. This is the consequence for breaking the rule.
b. 'this is hoow we will apply the consequence this time.
c. I know howNbad voU feel - let's forget about the consequence this timle.
d. I know why you broke the rule, but we both know the consequence.

a. perfectionist
h. research
c. colorful

Compare to buying a car:
a. Everythinlg has to be just so--no paint chips, has all the features I want.
b. I figure out what I want aheadt of time-advertised features, etc.
c. I like to try something new, or choose color and style over function.

d.

d. I go to the lot and look around for a car that catches my eye.

Column 2:

risk.-taker

Columnii 3:

Conmpare to ritading a letter fronm a friend who hasn't written for awhile:

a.solid

d. ilnsightful

a. I lovet my friend and I cherish this token of our friendship.
b. Somi kind of fierid-2 pages in 3 years? Gee, now I have to write back.
c. I ac:cept what my friend says, even if I know it's not accurate. (I suspend
mny disbelief for my friencd's sake.)
cI. I read betweein the lines for the real message behind the bravado.

Colunin 4:
a. practical
b. rational
c. lively
d. perceptive

Cornpare to grocery shopping:
a. This brand will save me money.
b. This brand is inore expensive, but it is of mnuth better quality.
c. I like to try out new products.
d. I com-pare branids on the basis of price and concern for thle environmiient.

Columrn 5:
a. carefu] with detail
b. ideas

Compare to committee work:
a. When people suggest new ideas, I ask "how" we can make them happen.
b. I comie up with new ideas, even if I do not necessarily want to be the one
who will put thern inito practice.
c. I pay attention to what everyone on the committee does and says.
d. I think of new ways to do things-newtlogos, project ideas, etc.

b. quality
c. nonjudgmental

c. aware
c. creative

(adapted fron Gregorc, 1985)
* T1hese examples are of the author' is 'aking only, and are not meant
to nisreprese nt
Gregorc's own interpretatiotis of the a jeetives and nouns he clhose
for his matrix.
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Figure 2b, SituationalExamples for Gregorcs Style DelineatorMatrix
Columns 6 to 10*
Matrix Words

Situational Examples for the Last Five Columns

Column 6:
a. thorough
b. logical

Compare to making a family decision about a summer holiday trip:
a. I figure out all the details of the choices before we decide where to go.
b. I narrow it down to two choices and then get details to compare these.
c. I want to just get up and go, without making detailed plans for the trip.
d. I weigh all of the advantages and disadvantages of each choice before
deciding where to go.

c. spontaneous

d. trouble shooter

Column 7:
a. realistic
b. referential

Compare to listening to a friend who can't pass the vision test for a job:
a. You can't pass. Choose a different job, instead.
b. I have another friend who solved the same problem by...
c. Gee, that's too bad. You must be very disappointed.
d. Have you tried...?

c. empathy

d. innovative
Column 8:
a. ordered
c. attuned
d. multi-solutions

Compare to a visit to your child's school because of a behavior problem:
a. What did he do? When? How can we keep him from doing it again?
b. Are you sure it was my kid? Who saw him? He gets blamed for everything!
c. I care less about what he did it than why. What was bugging him?
d. Let's brainstorm some ideas to help him out.

Column 9:
a. persistent
b. analytical
c. aesthetic
d. experimenting

Compare to shopping for a ring:
a. I want... (even though there's no ring like that in the display case).b. I like
...about this ring, but I don't like...about it.
c. I have large hands, so this style would suit me best.
d. I want to try on a variety of rings to see which one catches my eye.

Column 10:
a. product oriented

Compare to hiring an employee:
a. I know you'll get the job done.
b. I like the way you look.
c. I really admire you as a person.
d. I believe everyone deserves a chance.

b. proof

b. judge
c. person oriented
d. practical dreamer

(adapted from Gregorc, 1985)
* These examples are of the author's making only, and are not meant
to misrepresent
Gregorc's own interpretations of the adjectives and nouns he chose
for his matrix.
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teacher's expertise in the field of inquiry (Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross
et al).
AR. stuL cle nts generally find teacher-led presentations stifling, because
they do not like structured learning situations (ButIne 1987, 1988;
Gregorc, 1979, 1985). If they rraust sit throtugh a lecture, AR students
prefer it to be short and foliowvFed by question-and-answer periods and
group discussions (H-funt, 1979). TheyT especiall- like classroom. sessions
based on movies and television shows (uiunt). Because AR students
"associate the medium with the message" (Gregorc, 1979, p. 21), the
personality and attitude that a teacher conveys in a classroom
prese-itation are as important as the ideas themselves (Buitler, 1987,

198l; Gregorc, 1979, 1982a, 1985).
Cl students like to discover their own answvers, preferably by trialand-error (Gregorc, 1979, 1982a, 1935), instead of being told information

by a te acher (Ross C' Schuiz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001). Thev get the gist
of ideas quicklv (Butler, 1987, 19818; Gregorc, 1979, 1985), and are
therefore easily b ored by te acher presentations that are too rich in details
(Ross C Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.). Because of their tendency to,jump
to coniclusions and their need to explore alterTnatives (Ross & Schulz,
1999a,; Ross et al.), CiR stude,ts are prone to interrupt teacher
preselntations with new ideas of their own that take the train of'thought
in a totallv different direction (Butler, .987, 1988; Gregorc, 1.982a, 1985).
Particularly because se quential and random learners have such
radically diffi-erernt preferences for the format ancl content of lecturestyle presentations, developmental education instructors shoul1d try to
"mnix-and-match their classroomr presentations: sometimes very
structured and rich in letails and examples, sometimes less so. Not
only will this variation appeail alternatively to both sequential and
randlom students, but it Till giv'e all learners opportutiities to develop
tolerance for both prese ntation stvyes.
Student Group Discussions and Projects

Although CS stu dents firnd classroom interactions energizing (Cromnwell,
1996), they do iiot like noisy working environnmeuts (Butler, 19387, 1988;
Gregorc, 1985). `h appeal to the needs of CS s7tudents, group discussions
nmust therefore be orderly (Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001;
Waiefield, 1993), purposeful (Butler, 1987, 1988'; Gregorc, 1985), and
relatively quiet (Cregorc, 1973, 1985). Because of their propelnsity for
structuring and organizing (Butler, 1987, 1,988; CGreg orc, 1982a, 1985),
furthermorre, CS students make valuLble group pro-ject members. They
keep the group on task (Biutler, 1987), working thrllgh the assignment
step-by-step according to the teacher's inStrLIctions (Butler, 1988;
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Cromwell, 1996). Still, they would prefer to complete assignaments
independently (Butler, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985), at least partly
because of their preoccupation with course grades (Hunt, 1979).
AS students would prefer to engage in intellectual discussions with
the teacher instead of fllow students (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1985),
and to avoid group project work altogether (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc,
1982a, 1985). They want classroom discussions to be orderly and cluiet
(Davidson & Savenye, 1992) analytical "think" sessions (Hunt, 1979).
They cannot concentrate in noisy environments (Butler, 1987, 1988;

Gregorc, 1985; Ross &' Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001). They tend to
have extensive vocablularies, which serve them w ell in making
intelligible and eloquent discussion contributions (IRoss Schulz, 1999a;
Ross et al.i). Because of their focus on critical analysis (Butler, 1987,
1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985), other students may see them as too critical
(Butler, 1987, 1988). Nevertheless, they make valuable group project

members, because they contribute rigorous researching skills to the
assignment completion process (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a,
1985).
The random side of AR sttLdents likes group discussions and projects
(Seidel & England, 1997, 1999). AR students delight in question-answer
sessions and general discussions (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a,
1985; Hunt, 1979). They are perceptive and critical, and they thrive on
building relationships with others (Butler, 1.987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a,
1985; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001). They bring qualities of
empathy, imagination, and compassion to the classroom (Wakefield,
1993). In group projects, they are often the center of attention (Butler,
1987, 1988), and they make valuable contributions to group
cohesiveness and harmony (Butler, 1988; Gregorc, 1985). They can have

difficulty, however, meet ing the deadlines for completing their share
of the workload (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1 985).
CR students also excel in group discussions and projects (Seidel 2
England, 1997, 1999). Interacting with other students has the potential
to satisfy their needs for competitive, unrestricted, stimulating
environments (Ross & Schulz, 1999a, Ross et al., 2001). CS students
particularly en,joy participating in games and simulations in the

classroom (H:unt, 1979). They tend to take the lead in group discussions,
raising ideas no one else has suggested (Butler, 1987, 1988). They also
make good group project leaders, delegating workloads and encouraging
fellow members to take alternative approaches to assignments (Butler,
1987). Because they are impulsive risk-takers (Butler, 1987, 1988;
Gregorc, 1982a, 1982c, 1985; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001),
how ever, they can lead a group in too many directions at once-and
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thereore jeopardize completion of the work (Butler, 19837, 1988).
Sequential and random learners thius can have very different ideas
of what a classroom should be like: more sequential students prefer
highly structured, quiet, independent work, and more random students
prefer less structured, active, group-basedAwork

Developmental

educators should attempt to provide a balance between these two sets
of work environments, so that everv stuldent will be afforded
opportunities to work in his or her preferred learning context and to
learn how to adapt to other contexts. Establishing a "quiet corner" in
the classromm, preferably separated by a divider or some other visual
barrier, will also acddress sequential learners' needs for a less "busy"
work station without suppressing the interactions amlong more abstract
learners.
ndividal
cAssig nments

CS students are highly organized andI dedicated independent workers
who focus on.details (Buttler,

1987,1988;

Cromwnell, 1996; Gregorc, 1982a,

1982c, 1985; Seidel & England, 1997, 1999). They enjoy lab assIiu mcnh
(Seidel k England, 1997, 1999), woribooks (Hunt, 1979), compiuterized
instruction (Ross L Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al., 2001), and hands-on work
(Hunt, 1979; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.). Because of their direct

task orientation (H[unt, 1979), they prefer precise, step-by-step directions
for completing assig-nmneits (Gregorc, 1979). In other words, they want
to be told exactly what to do (Ross, r Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.). They
also very good at meetiung assigned deadlines (Butler, 1987, 1988;
Gregorc, 1982a, 1985). They are thus adept at following, assig-nment
instructions, but they are easily frustrated by unclear directions, and
are

they feel uncomfortable in situations that reqLtire them to -make up
their own topics or assignment formats (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc,
19)5).
AS stueaents relish independent work (Seidel -5England, 1997, 1999),
including reading-based assignme nts (Butler, 1987, 1988; Grezgorc, 1985;
Hunt, 1979), computerized instruction (Davidson Savenye, 1992; Ross
et al., 2001), lab experiments (Seidel ' England, 1997, 1999) and worlk
based on audio tapes (Hunt). They are avid readers who "consume the
printed word" (Butler, 19838, p. 17). Th ey thrive on lhbrary-based research
and writing reports (Butler, 1987, 1988). They prefer abstract learning
tasks that reqluire the use of analytical logic to synthesize and relate
concepts (Butler, 1987; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985; Ross ?5Schulz, 1999a,
Ross et al., 2001). In other words, they are the thinkers in the classroom
(Hunt). They have difficulty, however, with hands-on learning,
particularly when posters or mrodels take the place of written
'+
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assignments, and they can be impatient with classmates who do not
share their joy of learning for learning's sake (Butler, 1987, 1988;
Gregorc, 1985).
AR students also like independent study projects (Hunt, 1979),
although they prefer to work in pairs or small groups (Butler, 1987,
:1988; Gregorc, 1985). AR students appreciate being given substantial
freedom to choose their own reading selections, work topics, and
assignment formats (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1985; fJunt); they
dislike extremely structured assignments (Ross & Schulz, 1999a, Ross
et al., 2001). These students thrive on problem-solving and abstract
learning tasks in active, unstructured environments (Butler, 1987, 1988;
Davidson & Savenye, 1992; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985; 1:unt; Ross et al.).
They therefore experience difficulty with computerized instruction
(Davidson & Savenye; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.), and they must
force themselves to pay attention to details such as assignment
requirements and deadlines (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985).
CR students are "'experimental, independent, and inventive" (Butler,
1987, p. 28). They enjoy autonomous situations that give free rein to
their creative impulses (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985). They
th-us thrive in learning environments that nurture exploration (Gregorc,
1982a, 1985; Ross&Schulz, 1999a; Rossetal., 2001). Theirstrongsense
of self-competition drives them to set increasingly higher stacndards for
themselves (Butler, 1987, 1988), and they rely on these standards to
self-assess their learning outcomes (Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.).
Their strengths include intuitive reasoning and the ability to process
information in three-dimensional patterns (Ross & Schulz, 1999a; RoQs
et al.). Their weaknesses include the tendencies to jump to conclusions
before they have all the relevant information (Butler, 1987, 1988;
Gregorc, 1982a, 1985; Ross &, Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.) and to leave
projects unfinished (Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1985).
One of the advantages of assigning independent work to
developmental education students is that teachers can adapt the nature
of each assignment to meet individual learners' needs. This does not
mean that all of the students in a program. will be working on different
assignments, buLt it does mean that teacher interactions with these
students can be tailored to their cognitive needs for more or less focus
on such matters as directions and deadlines. It also means that
assignments can be adjusted to alternatively match and mismatch
learner preferences for more or less freedom of choice in such matters
as study topics and reading-writing versus hands-on learning.
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Tsting Situatons

CS studernts are practical and concrete (Ross & Schulz, 1993a; Ross et
al., 2001). They prefer tests that require concrete answers based on
remenmbering detailed information (Butter, 1987, 1988 ; Groinawell, 1996;
England, 1997, 1999) They
Gregorc, 1982a, 1982c, 1985; Seidelt t
and rmultiple-choice test
scale,
rating
therefore like objective true-alse,
long-answer questions
and
1979),
Hunt,
formats (Butler, 1987, 1988;
answers (Butler, 1988).
the
develop
to
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for which there is only oone
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each
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En
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1985).
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performance
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selfset
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1988), they prefer pre-prepared in-class tests and take-home e:xams
(Butler, 1987). Because oftheir proclivity for developinlg logica1 analyses
(Butler, 1987, 1988; Gregorc, 1982a, 1985; Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et
al., 2001), AS students do not rneed copi3ous instructions for developing
long anrsers, and they xwould prefer to develop their own test-taking
strategies. AS stfldents requ ire testing environiments that are quiet and
uninterrupted (Butler, 1987; Gre gorc, 1985).
becau se they do not like
AR students find testing situationls stressfu:,
and remembering
sttudying
time
a
hardI
have
they
and
aloie
to work.
specific details (Butler, 1987, 1(88). In test-writing situatioIns, AR
students prefer short essay-answer question: to objjectiv'e true-false,
multiple clioice, or longer essay fo'rmats (Butler, 1987). They do best
on questo-is that require inter pretation instead of synthesis or analvsis
(B utler, 1987, 1988). They would rather, hlowever, be evaluated on the
basis of oral examinations or classroom presentations that showcase
their artistic expression (Butler, 1987). Although AR students prefer
less structured testing situationis that appeal to their need for interactive
learning environments (Butler, 19187, 1988; Davidson & Savenye, 1992;
Gregorc, 1982a, 1985; Hint, 1979 Rtoss et al., 2001), they may require
more restrictive test conditions that reduce the potential for distraction
by others.
CR students bring intuitive, inrventive, and iindependent thinking skiLIs
to testing situations (Butler, 1987, 198; 1 oss L Schulz 1999a; Ross et
al., 2001)). TFhey therefote prefer open,-ende d and problena-solvinig
questions (Butler, 1987). CR students do well on questions that ask
themr to extrapolate, conjectture and give their own opinions (Butler,
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1997), but they can have difficulty self-pacing through tests because
they tend not to keep track of time when they are deep in thought
(Butler, 1988). Therefore, although in-class tests appeal to their selfcompetitive impulses (Butler, 1988), they would rather be evaluated
on take-home writing assignments and product-oriented projects (Butler,
1987). The structure of the testing environment is not usually an issue
for CR students, because they can concentrate in unrestricted learning
environments (Ross & Schulz, 1999a; Ross et al.).
Most developmental adult education students find testing situations
stressful. However, standardized tests are often included in the criteria
for completing developmental education courses, for accessing jobs,
and for gaining entry to post-secondary programs. Developmental adult
educators must therefore strive to acclimatize their students to testing
situations in general, and to objective testing formats in particular.
7,acher-made tests should thus include objective questions (that appeal
to CS learners) as well as longer answer questions tailored to appeal to
CS, AS, AR, and CR learners. Not every test will include every type of
question, but over the course of their individual programs of study,
developmental adult education students should be exposed to a variety
of testing formats that match and mismatch their cognitive styles.
Conclusion
This article uses the Gregorc Style Delineator to translate learning style
theory into developmental adult education teaching practices. The
recommendations for practice, however, can be adapted to
accommodate the style delineations of other theorists' models.
Furthermore, although this article focuses on teacher-led lesson
presentations, student group discussions and projects, independent
assignments, and testing situations in developmental education, most
of the ideas presented should also apply to other adult learning
environments.
The learning styles approach to teaching arises from the shared notion
that different students do indeed learni - or at least prefer to learn differently (Diaz &Cartnal, 1999; Lemire, 1996, Snyder, 2000), and that
teachers should therefore facilitate a variety of learning experiences in
their classrooms (Dolan & Honigsfeld, 2000; Ebeling, 2001; Nulty &
Barrett, 1996). Educators committed to learning styles theory, moreover,
have created a wealth of teaching ideas for enriching student learning
experiences. Learning styles are just one of many factors that should
be used to personalize instruction (Horton & Oakland, 1997; Kavale &
Forness, 1987; Keeffe, 1987), and educators must be careful to avoid
stereotyping learners according to fixed style categorie s (Diaz & Cartnal;
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Stellw'agen, 2001). Still, for developmental adult education programs
characterized by a dependence on basic skills drill, the learning styles
approach can motivate instructors to choose teaching options designed
to augment their students levels of learning achieyvement and general
enjovment.

Wh4enever a specific theorist's iearning style model is used with
students, regardless of their academic skills, it is preferable that they
be given thlt theorist's learning style inven-tory. This article assumes
that similar information can be obtained fromi student self-matching
and instructor observation. Figure 2 calso offers suggestions for using
'Ireal-life." examples, correlated with the vocabulary in Gregorc's Style
Delineator, to make his word matrix easier to use xwith develop mental
education students, Whether Gregorc's Style Delineator (or some othe r
learning styles instrument) is used or not; howvever, it is hoped that
educators wilL find this article's recommendations useful for satisfying
different learner needs and interests. Above all, it is hoped that
instructors will use learning style-engendered teaching ideas to
miismatch as well as match their individual students' learning
preferences, in order to 'stretch" (Lemire, 1996, p. 52) these students'
learning style behaviors.
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